Will your revenues take a BATTERY of changes?
The long term business case for
electricity storage, probably in batteries,
is driven by the need nationally for huge
amounts of “load-shifting” of supply
and / or demand, which will deliver
the alchemy of turning non-firm power
into firm power; electricity supply when
you need it is the coming dividing line:
instead of peak/off-peak power we will
have firm/non-firm power.
Batteries can time-shift supply from
when there may be excess (solar in
the day or wind in certain weather
conditions) to when it may be needed;
and they may be able to deliver
considerable other benefits from
deferring or replacing necessary grid
investment to increasing resilience or
power quality.
The obvious long term need at a
national scale for huge volumes of
electricity storage does not, however,
by itself mean that a business plan for
commercial scale battery development
is immediately apparent or deliverable.
We will need huge amounts of additional
onshore wind in England too, but that
is currently being held back by policy
and the timing of certain barriers being
removed unclear.
The limited scale of historical battery
deployment in the UK is not deterring
much early stage development from
progressing: the long term need is
clear and the costs of deployment
are moving down fast. These cost
characteristics are something which
many remember from the precipitous
fall in PV panel prices, along with
the opportunities that created and
continues to create.

But there is nothing as easy and straightforward to access to stimulate early
deployment as the early standalone
PV FIT tariff - 25 years at £360/MWh
RPI-linked! - and the revenue stack is
complex to manage. At present the
business case rests on ancillary and
other services rather than the long term
load shifting need.
A 15 year T-4 Capacity Market contract
provides some long term revenue
visibility, and short term ancillary
services contracts may provide some
near term revenue volumes; nothing
currently available will replicate the long
term visibility that FITs/ROCs/CFDs
provide and there is a real risk of rapid
falls in the pricing of the various ancillary
markets given the volumes of storage
currently under development.
That is a tricky (but not impossible)
backdrop against which to fund projects,
but challenges are magnified with the
wider regulatory context. The “mindedto” letter on Triads, subsequently largely
confirmed, was surprising in its scale of
impact on certain embedded projects;
not only do these curtail available, visible
revenues for battery projects but they
also have done so in an unnerving
fashion. The extent and pace of
regulatory change, and its impact on
individual business plans, was huge.
With CM rules being adjusted to de-rate
batteries and wider reviews of distribution
charging methodologies underway which
may rebalance some costs towards
connection capacities rather than annual
volumes (as well as hopefully addressing
“double-charging” of battery flows), an
apparently unclear regulatory framework
is a hostile environment.
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The regulatory clouds may clear
favourably, procurement for ancillary
services may grow in volume and
lengthen in term and battery pricing
and government policy may both push
towards huge deployment early on. In
short, monetising such projects may
become easy, but experience says that
when it is the market will soon respond
and only those that go into that phase
appropriately positioned, with the right
assets, capital structures and partners,
will capitalise before the goal posts
move.
Within PKF Francis Clark’s growing
Energy corporate finance team, we
are working with our developer clients
to secure funding and realise projects
in the short term, but perhaps more
importantly to ensure their pipelines
and business plans are positioned
for the longer term such that they are
safeguarded from insecurity in revenues
as the regulations become clearer and
the market stabilises.
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For information of users: This material is published for the information of clients. It provides only an overview of
the regulations in force at the date of publication, and no action should be taken without consulting the detailed
legislation or seeking professional advice. Therefore no responsibility for loss occasioned by any person acting
or refraining from action as a result of the material can be accepted by the authors or the firm.

